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Introduction

I. What impact do institutional repositories have upon Open Access (OA)?
II. Do articles made publicly available via institutional repositories inspire new citations?

Method

- Analysis of relationships between the use of content and user domains, types of referrals, and content attributes in four institutional repositories.
- Hakodate University: HUSCAP (Contents: 25,542 items)
- Kyoto University: KURENAI (28,536)
- Tsukuba University: Tulips-R (7,899)
- IDE JETRIO: ARRIDE (640)

Results

User Domains

Types of Referrals

Content Attributes

Results after filtering

Filtering Results

Raw log data

Downloaded PDF log (100%)

Available: 13,891,718

Download: 12,972,902

Downloaded: 11,931,824

Downloaded: 11,141,128

Extraction by HTTP status code

Handing Duplicate access

Cutting-off Internal use

Translation between IP and host name failed.

Translation between IP and host name succeeded.

Content translated into machine-editable text were downloaded many times more frequently than those that have not been translated.

Contents translated into machine-editable text were downloaded many times more frequently than those that have not been translated.

Relationship Between OCR and Access

Relationship Between OCR and Born Digital
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